Long-term effects of the 1998 coral bleaching event on reef fish assemblages
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ABSTRACT: Coral bleaching events constitute compound disturbances often resulting in coral death as well as successive degradation of the reef framework. The 1997/1998 El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) was the most severe on record and affected coral reefs worldwide. The present study examined the response of fish assemblages in plots of transplanted coral before and after the 1998 bleaching. Multidimensional scaling ordinations (MDS) demonstrate significant changes in assemblage composition related to habitat alteration. Within-site variability increased with disturbance, the increase being most apparent following substrate erosion. The differences in long-term responses as opposed to short-term responses were striking. Six mo after coral death, total abundance as well as taxonomic richness had increased at one of the sites, but not the other, whereas 6 yr later, both measures had decreased significantly at both sites. Functional groups, with documented affiliations with coral, were significantly influenced by the habitat alteration. Herbivore abundance increased as an immediate response to bleaching, but was subsequently decimated in eroded habitat. The loss of structural complexity had major detrimental effects on the entire fish community. In conclusion, we present evidence of severe and long-lasting secondary impacts of a catastrophic bleaching event, with no apparent recovery. The discrepancies between short-term and long-term responses underline the importance of long-term monitoring of fish assemblages following habitat alteration.
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INTRODUCTION

Coral bleaching, typically followed by coral death and erosion, represents a major and increasingly prevalent disturbance to coral reef ecosystems (Hughes et al. 2003, Hoegh-Guldberg 2004). The 1997/1998 El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) was unprecedented, affecting seawater temperatures worldwide (McPhaden 1999). As a result, extensive bleaching occurred on nearly all coral reefs, followed by as much as 90% coral mortality at some localities (Wilkinson 2000). Given the structural properties of corals, bleaching and subsequent coral death may dramatically change the reef framework. Immediate effects of coral death include the reduction or loss of coral tissue, followed by rapid colonisation of turf algae (McCook 2001). With time, dead corals typically break into pieces, and coral rubble may, hence, become the dominant substratum (Riegl 2001). Subsequently, other sessile organisms such as macroalgae may take over, which could interfere with recruitment and subsequent recovery of the coral community (McCook 2001).

Habitat structure, defined as the physical and biological nature of the substratum (Jones 1991), plays a key role in major processes and interactions shaping fish assemblage composition, including recruitment (Öhman et al. 1998a, Syms & Jones 2000) and post-recruitment processes such as competition and predation (Jones 1991, Hixon & Beets 1993, Almany 2004). Correlations between both the abundance and diversity of reef fish and living corals have been described (e.g. Bell & Galzin 1984, Öhman et al. 1998b, Garpe & Öhman 2003, Halford et al. 2004). Consequently, coral disturbance would be expected to have secondary
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effects on associated fish communities (Jones & Syms 1998).

The influence of coral degradation on fish has been examined in a number of studies following infestations of the coral-feeding starfish Acanthaster planci (e.g. Williams 1986, Sano et al. 1987), storm damage (Cheal et al. 2002, Halford et al. 2004) and experimental coral destruction (Sano et al. 1984, Lewis 1997, Syms 1998, Syms & Jones 2000). Although considerable effects of a major coral bleaching event on associated fish communities can be anticipated, indirect habitat-related effects of bleaching still remain largely unexplored, and, while a handful of studies have considered whole-species assemblages (Lindahl et al. 2001, Adjeroud et al. 2002, McClanahan et al. 2002b, Riegl 2002, Spalding & Jarvis 2002, Jones et al. 2004, Sano 2004), others have been limited to a few taxa including damselfish (Wellington & Victor 1985, Booth & Beretta 2002), butterflyfish (Prattchet et al. 2004), gobies (Munday 2004), pufferfish (Guzman & Robertson 1989) and filefish (Kokita & Nakazono 2001).

The most significant aspect of habitat alteration following a severe disturbance may be the loss of structural complexity, which on coral reefs is typically related to coral cover. Structurally complex habitats typically support more abundant and species-rich reef fish communities than less complex habitats (e.g. Friedlander & Parish 1998, Chittaro 2004, Gratwicke & Speight 2005). There is increasing evidence that structural complexity exerts stronger influence on reef fish than coral cover per se (Lewis 1997, Öhman & Rasmussen 1998, Bergman et al. 2000). For example, dead coral habitat may continue to support abundant and diverse reef-fish communities providing that the dead coral structures retain their structural complexity (Lindahl et al. 2001). However, given the lack of coral recruitment and growth, erosion of the dead coral will most likely cause successive decline in structural complexity (e.g. Sano et al. 1987).

The importance of structural complexity implies that longer-term impacts of bleaching might be more dramatic to fish assemblages than the initial loss of live coral cover, as dead coral typically erode to rubble. For example, long-term studies have reported the decline of both fish abundance and species richness following mass coral die-off related to Acanthaster planci infestations (Sano et al. 1987) and storm damage (Halford et al. 2004). Given the anticipated increase in frequency and severity of temperature-related coral bleaching due to global warming (Hughes et al. 2003, Hoegh-Guldberg 2004), consideration of long-term responses of reef fish communities to widespread coral death is crucial.

The present study provides documentation on relatively long-term, as opposed to immediate, responses in fish communities to the 1997/1998 ENSO. We revisited experimental plots 6 yr after the bleaching event and compared fish-assemblage responses to those recorded by Lindahl et al. (2001) 6 mo after the disturbance. Given the poor post-bleaching recovery on these reefs (U. Lindahl pers. obs.), we predicted an alteration in community composition related to the reduction of complexity. It was further anticipated that the initial post-disturbance increase in fish abundance observed in 1998 (Lindahl et al. 2001) would be reversed and that the low-relief environment would support more variable fish assemblages with comparatively fewer individuals and taxa than both before and shortly after the 1998 bleaching.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study area. The study was carried out at Tutia Reef in Mafia Island Marine Park (MIMP), Tanzania (7°40’S, 40°40’E). MIMP is situated 21 km from the African mainland, 60 km south of Dar es Salaam. The park was opened in 1995 and allows limited resource use. Tutia Reef is situated in the south-eastern area of the park, at the outer edge of the archipelago. The study sites were situated on the protected side of the reef, at a depth of 3 m at low tide, within a flat area covered by sand, coral rubble, rhodolites and patches of coral.

Fragments of the branching staghorn coral Acropora muricata (formerly A. formosa) were transplanted in 1995 into quadrates as an experiment on the rehabilitation of degraded coral reefs. The coral fragments were collected from naturally growing thickets in an area adjacent to the study site and were placed in 32 quadrate plots measuring 2.5 × 2.5 m each (Lindahl 1998). Iron stakes and strings were used to demarcate the perimeter of the quadrates. Sixteen experimental plots were positioned in each of 2 sites situated 200 m apart (Fig. 1).

Habitat census. The character of the substratum, including live and dead coral, coral rubble and sand, was estimated in 1997 and 1998 by point-sampling on projections of slide photographs taken at several random positions in each plot. In addition, coral relief was estimated in 1998 and 2004 by placing 2 transect tapes, each with 5 regularly spaced 10 cm sections, across each plot. The height above the substrate of the tallest coral branch under each of the 10 cm sections was recorded, and the average of 10 such readings was used to represent the relief of each plot.

The density of live corals in the plots at the time of the first census (1997) ranged between 10 and 84% area cover, with an average of 33% (±3.3 SE). Coral cover in the surrounding area was between 10 and 20%, and consisted predominantly of branching thick-
The fish count was limited to 1/2 (i.e. 3.1 m²) of each plot. When fish were swimming in and out of the plot, the accuracy, and to reduce the problems encountered, a diver rested at the seabed approximately 1 m from the edge of the plot and counted all fishes in the plot, including transient as well as stationary fishes, for a period of 10 min on each occasion. For the purpose of site fidelity, with mean relief being 3.6 cm (±0.5 SE) at Site A and 3.3 cm (±0.4 SE) at Site B. Relief in the 4 B* plots was 15.5 cm (±2.5 SE) in 1998. The 1998 bleaching event killed most of the corals in the surrounding area.

In 2004, all transplanted corals were dead (Fig. 1), as well as most of the nearby corals that had survived the 1998 bleaching event. Relief was significantly reduced in all plots where coral had suffered bleaching mortality, with mean relief being 3.6 cm (±0.5 SE) at Site A and 3.3 cm (±0.4 SE) at Site B. Relief in the 4 B* plots that were dead, but not yet eroded was 14.3 cm (±7.0 SE) in 1998. Mean relief in dead coral plots in 1998 bleaching event occurred 6 mo before the 1998 sampling, with the majority belonging to the family Labridae. Among the surgeonfish and damselfish certain taxa ingest detritus rather than algae (Wilson & Bellwood 1997, Choat et al. 2004). Since they nevertheless forage predominantly in turf, they were grouped with the herbivores. Benthic invertebrate feeders included a wide taxonomic variety, the majority belonging to the family Labridae.

Analyses. Fish abundance, taxonomic richness and functional group-specific abundances were tested for habitat, time and site differences using both parametric and non-parametric methods. t-tests for matched pairs and Wilcoxon signed ranks were used to make pairwise comparisons between sampling occasions. Mann-Whitney U-tests were used to compare independent samples such as site differences within sampling occasions. Where data were very scarce and dominated by null values, randomisation tests were applied (e.g. for obligate corallivores). When required, data were log(x + 1) transformed prior to testing, and, where variances remained significantly unequal (F-test, p < 0.05) despite transformation, no further testing was performed. The statistical tests were performed to evaluate predicted effects of habitat alteration on total abundance and taxonomic richness, as well as for 5 functional groups with documented affiliation with habitat. Given the a priori relevance of both dependent and independent variables in this case, we considered corrections of multiple testing to be too conservative (Nakagawa 2004) and have therefore chosen to present original p-values.

Functional groups. We examined a selected number of functional groups, focusing on their potential affiliation with live and dead corals and considering not only feeding behaviour, but also general habitat requirements (Froese & Pauly 2005). Hence, fishes were divided into obligate corallivores, facultative corallivores, coral dwellers (excluding corallivores), benthic invertebrate feeders, roving herbivores and territorial herbivores. Coral dwellers included species known to associate closely with live coral and exhibiting high site fidelity, such as Plectroglyphidodon dickii, P. johnstonianus, Dascyllus spp. and Chromis spp., but excluded coral feeders (most of the coral dwellers were planktivores). Facultative corallivores included several species of the Chaetodontidae family, as well as Centropyge multispinis. Obligate corallivores comprised several chaetodontids, as well as Labrichthys unilineatus (Labridae) and Exallia brevis (Blenniidae). Roving herbivores included fishes of the families Scaridae and Acanthuridae, as well as Chelido inermis (Labridae). Territorial herbivores included damselfish (Pomacentridae) of the genera Stegastes and Chrysiptera, as well as Plectroglyphidodon lacrymans. Among the surgeonfish and damselfish certain taxa ingest detritus rather than algae (Wilson & Bellwood 1997, Choat et al. 2004). Since they nevertheless forage predominantly in turf, they were grouped with the herbivores. Benthic invertebrate feeders included a wide taxonomic variety, the majority belonging to the family Labridae.
Multivariate non-metric multidimensional scaling ordination (MDS) was used to compare fish assemblages between sites and among habitats, as well as over 3 sampling periods. MDS plots were generated from a ranked similarity matrix based on the Bray–Curtis similarity measure (Clarke 1993). Each point within the configuration represents the fish-assemblage composition in 1 plot in relation to the other plots. The closer 2 points are, the more similar are the associated fish assemblages. The degree to which the distances between all points in the plot accurately represent the similarity between them is quantified by the stress value. The plot accurately represents the similarities when the stress is <0.1. A stress value >0.3 indicates that the points are close to being randomly placed (Clarke 1993). All MDS ordinations were included only after being compared to the less stress-sensitive hierarchical cluster analyses.

The multivariate pattern of the MDS ordination can be tested for significance using analysis of similarity (ANOSIM). This analysis generates a measure of the degree of separation of sites, \( R \), which is close to 0 when similarities between and within sites are, on average, the same. An \( R \)-value of 1 indicates that all replicates within sites are more similar to each other than any replicate from different sites. Based on the assumption that the effect of habitat supersedes that of time (Lindahl et al. 2001), we used a 2-way, crossed ANOSIM to examine the effects of habitat and site. Samples from the B* plots of 1998 and 2004 \( (n = 8) \) were excluded from this analysis, as they were not matched across site and included only limited numbers of replicates. Hence, in this analysis, the effect of habitat could not be separated from the potential effect of time. We have chosen not to present the \( p \)-values of the ANOSIM test as they are a direct function of the level of replication and, thus, may be misleading.

To measure the within-group variability, a value of relative dispersion was calculated using MVDISP. This procedure explores the relative multivariate variability within the rank similarity matrix underlying an ordination. In order to identify the taxa contributing the most to the dissimilarity between 2 fish assemblages in, e.g. different habitats, sites, or years, we used the similarity percentage procedure (SIMPER), which computes the average dissimilarity between pairs of inter-group samples \( (\sum \delta) \). Based on the same similarity matrix as the other multivariate analyses, SIMPER identifies discriminating taxa, which are characterised by a consistent and high percent contribution (\( \delta_{\%} \) to \( \sum \delta \)). The ratio between the average contribution to between-group dissimilarity and its standard deviation \( (\delta_{\%}/\text{SD}(\delta)) \) is a predictor of how consistently the taxon is contributing to the overall dissimilarity. To down-weight large numbers and account for variation, all variables were square root transformed prior to the multivariate analyses. One sample (2004, Site A) was omitted after being identified as an extreme outlier due to the presence of a single individual of an uncommon species. All multivariate analyses were carried out using PRIMER (Plymouth routines in multivariate ecological research), Version 6.1.2 (PRIMER-E).

**RESULTS**

**Fish-assemblage patterns**

Fish-assemblage composition differed in relation to habitat (Fig. 2a). The MDS reveals a gradual change, with minor overlaps from pre-bleach assemblages to assemblages sampled in 2004. The influence of habitat was apparent both at Site A (Fig. 2b) and at Site B (Fig. 2c). The 4 plots in which the corals survived the bleaching in 1998 (B*) are close to the 1997 live plot samples in the MDS. Similarly, the 2004 dead coral plots (B*) cluster with the 1998 dead coral plots.

The patterns visible in the MDS plots were statistically supported by the ANOSIM. We found that fish assemblages were significantly different among habitats \( (R = 0.51) \), whereas the effect of site was insignificant \( (R = 0.19) \). On the initial sampling occasion, fish assemblages at Site A were not distinct from those at Site B \( (R = 0.28) \). However, Site A exhibited higher within-site variation than Site B.

Within-site variability increased with disturbance, particularly at Site B. At Site A, where variability was high already in 1997, there was no difference in relative dispersion between pre-bleach and post-bleach assemblages. The pattern of increased variability with degradation or disturbance is further supported by higher relative dispersion values in 1998 dead coral plots at both Site A \( (1.06) \) and B \( (0.76) \), compared to the B* plots where corals remained alive \( (0.56) \). Similarly, in 2004, relative dispersion values were higher in eroded coral habitat at both Site A \( (1.50) \) and B \( (1.34) \) than in the B* plots containing dead coral \( (0.61) \).

**Fish abundance and taxonomic richness**

Mass coral bleaching and subsequent mortality affected fish abundance and taxonomic richness. Average fish abundance differed among the 3 habitats (Fig. 3a). However, the nature of the disturbance effect appeared to be site specific. At Site B, dead coral habitat supported ca. 60% more fish than live coral habitat. As predicted, fish numerical abundance in the eroded habitat was low at both sites. Exploring fish abundance over time provides additional information (Fig. 3b). Ini-
Initially, fish abundance did not differ significantly between Sites A and B. Following the bleaching and subsequent coral mortality, a 71% increase in total fish abundance (Wilcoxon, n = 12, p = 0.02) was recorded for Site B. The equivalent pattern was not apparent at Site A. Mean fish abundance also increased at the B* plots from 1997 to 1998 (pairwise t-test, n = 4, p = 0.05). Following the reduction in complexity, abundance decreased significantly at both Site A (Wilcoxon, n = 14, p = 0.001) and B (n = 12, p = 0.002) to levels below those of the 2004 B* plots in which structural complexity remained similar to that in 1998 (Mann-Whitney, n1 = 4, n2 = 12, p = 0.001).

The number of recorded taxa over the 3 sampling occasions was 91. In response to the bleaching and subsequent coral death, the mean number of recorded taxa followed the same trend as fish abundance (Fig. 3c,d). We recorded a 60% increase in the number of taxa at Site B following coral bleaching (Wilcoxon, n = 12, p = 0.002). Contrary to numerical abundance, the increase in taxa at B* between 1997 and 1998 was not significant (pairwise t-test, n = 4, p = 0.08). Following the erosion of the substrate, we recorded significant decreases at both Site A (Wilcoxon, n = 14, p = 0.002) and Site B (Wilcoxon, n = 12, p = 0.002). The accumulated number of taxa at each site ranged between 29 and 65. For Sites A and B the maximum numbers of taxa were recorded in dead coral habitat in 1998 (52 and 62 taxa, respectively), and the minimum numbers of taxa were counted in 2004 in the eroded coral habitat (29 and 31 taxa at Sites A and B, respectively).

**Functional groups**

Functional groups, with documented affiliations with coral, were significantly influenced by habitat alteration. Group-specific responses to habitat alteration are illustrated in Fig. 4. The abundance of coral dwellers was lower in dead coral habitat than in live (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, the bleach-resistant coral plots (B*) supported twice as many coral dwellers in 1998 as they did prior to the mass bleaching (Fig. 4b). This result is, however, not statistically significant. In 2004, when the B* plots were dead but not eroded, coral dwellers had been significantly reduced (pairwise t-test, n = 4, p = 0.004). Six years after the bleaching, and with the subsequent loss of complexity, the abundance of coral dwellers in eroded coral habitat was reduced to naught.

Facultative coral feeders did not respond with decreased abundances to coral death. On the contrary, they increased following coral death and subsequently decreased following coral erosion (Fig. 4c,d). Although
relatively uncommon at all times, and therefore difficult to assign statistical evidence, the 1998 live coral plots (B*) supported higher numerical abundance of this functional group than the same plots in 1997. However, the 1998 dead plots sustained equally high numbers. In 2004 facultative coral feeders were absent from all plots. The response to habitat alteration from live to dead coral cover was somewhat equivocal for the obligate coral feeders (Fig. 4e,f). This group increased at Site B after the death of the coral. However, this result was weakened by the few appearances and the high among-sample variability. As predicted, the eroded coral habitat was devoid of obligate coral feeders.

Roving herbivores responded clearly to the habitat alteration. At the initial examination of the fish assemblages in 1997, Site B was more frequently visited by roving herbivores than Site A (Mann-Whitney, n = 16, p = 0.04). Following coral bleaching, roving herbivores increased significantly at both Site A (Wilcoxon, n = 16, p = 0.001; Fig. 4g) and B (n = 12, p = 0.002; Fig. 4h). The increase was highest at Site B. When the coral had eroded herbivores had significantly decreased at both Site A (Wilcoxon, n = 14, p = 0.05) and B (n = 12, p = 0.002). The 4 B* plots supported abundances in 2004 that were not significantly different from those of 1998.
dead coral plots at Site B. The response of territorial herbivores to habitat alteration was similar to that of roving herbivores (Fig. 4i,j). Territorial herbivores increased at both Site A and B following coral bleaching and death (Wilcoxon, n = 12, p = 0.04 and p = 0.06, respectively), and their abundance in dead coral habitat was twice that in the live coral habitat. Territorial herbivores were as few in the 1998 live coral habitat as in the 1997 live coral habitat. This functional group was entirely missing in the 2004 eroded coral habitat, whereas the abundance in dead non-eroded coral (B*) in 2004 was similar to that of dead non-eroded coral in 1998. Benthic invertebrate feeders were not severely affected by the alteration from live to dead coral habitat (Fig. 4k,l). However, their abundance was dramatically reduced in the eroded coral habitat at both Site A (Wilcoxon, n = 14, p = 0.001) and B (n = 12, p = 0.002).

**DISCUSSION**

Habitat structure plays a fundamental role in determining the structure of reef fish communities (Jones & Syms 1998). Consequently, disturbance of key habitat
components would be expected to influence associated fish assemblages. Natural disturbances are recurring features of the reef ecosystem. They are commonly limited to single reefs, or, at the most, to reef areas on a regional scale (e.g. Sano et al. 1987, Hart et al. 1996, Cheal et al. 2002, Halford et al. 2004). The 1997/1998 coral bleaching event was unique in that it affected coral reefs in all tropical seas and, hence, became the most extensive cause of coral mortality on record (Hoegh-Guldberg 2004). Surprisingly, there is still only limited information on the secondary effects on associated communities. To date, only a handful of studies have considered whole fish assemblages, and they have so far been limited to short-term effects (Lindahl et al. 2001, Riegl 2002, Spalding & Jarvis 2002, Sano 2004, but see McClanahan et al. 2002b, Jones et al. 2004). In the present study, we demonstrated how the impact of the bleaching event remained severe 6 yr after the disturbance. We will refer to this response as being long term, the meaning of which will be relative, as compared to the short term response observed 6 mo after the disturbance. We recorded clear differences in individual abundance and taxonomic richness before and after coral death, before and after substrate erosion, and between dead and eroded habitat within the same sampling occasions. In addition, we revealed apparent dissimilarities in long-term responses as opposed to short-term responses.

Coral is the main structural component of most reefs, and, consequently, a change in coral cover is expected to influence coral-associated fish communities. Numerous studies have identified coral cover as the most important habitat factor regulating fish populations (e.g. Chabanet et al. 1997, Garpe & Öhman 2003, Halford et al. 2004), while others have failed to detect such relationships (Roberts & Ormond 1987, Booth & Beretta 1994, Lechchini et al. 2005). How fish assemblages respond to coral degradation may depend on the magnitude of the disturbance, the initial coral cover, as well as the strength of the relationship between fish and corals at the time of the disturbance. Symms (1998) noted no major differences in fish-assemblage composition over the 21 mo following a 21% reduction in coral cover. Further, he reported a mere 10% fish-assemblage change following 40 to 50% reduction in coral cover. In comparison, fish assemblages in the experimental plots of this study exhibited significant responses to the total reduction of an initial 33% coral cover. Six months after the disturbance, fish numbers had increased, but, by the time the coral had eroded and structural complexity had been severely reduced, all taxa and functional groups had decreased and total abundance and taxonomic richness had reached well below pre-perturbation levels. Similar results of significant decreases in numerous fish taxa have been recorded in the few studies that have monitored responses to coral degradation over relatively long periods of time (8 to 10 yr; Sano et al. 1987, Halford et al. 2004, Jones et al. 2004).

We recorded an overall decrease in fish numbers 6 yr after the coral mortality event, with certain taxa being more affected than others. Species-specific changes following habitat degradation have typically been related to the degree of specialisation (e.g. Öhman et al. 1998b, Munday 2004). In the present study, coral death caused a reduction of coral-associated species as well as an increase in transient taxa with wider resource requirements. Among the coral dwellers and corallivores, most taxa share well-documented associations with live coral habitat (e.g. Bouchon-Navaro & Bouchon 1989, Allen 1991, Ault & Johnson 1998, Càdoret et al. 1999, Garpe & Öhman 2003, Bozec et al. 2005). As predicted, coral dwellers were less abundant in dead coral habitat than in live coral habitat, and both coral dwellers and coral feeders were absent from all eroded plots. In fact, the coral-dwelling *Plectro-glyphidodon dickii* was identified as a discriminating species for the habitat alteration from live to dead coral. The sensitivity of *P. dickii* to coral degradation has previously been demonstrated (Wass 1987, Dawson-Shepherd et al. 1992), and, in accordance, other typical coral dwellers, including *P. johnstonianus* and *Pomacentrus mulluccensis*, have been found to decline following coral degradation (Lewis 1997, Booth & Beretta 2002, Spalding & Jarvis 2002). Although rather uncommon, the abundance of *P. johnstonianus* also decreased significantly in this study. Similarly, there is substantial evidence of the detrimental effects of coral degradation on the abundance and diversity of coral feeding taxa (Sano et al. 1984, 1987, Williams 1986, Lewis 1997, Kokita & Nakazono 2001, McClanahan et al. 2002b, Spalding & Jarvis 2002, Halford et al. 2004, Sano 2004). Conversely, Pratchett et al. (2004) found no decrease in the abundance of butterflyfish, but nevertheless demonstrated sublethal alterations in physiological condition, possibly affecting abundances in a longer temporal perspective.

Algal growth, which may be directly related to disturbance (Connell 1997, McManus & Polsenberg 2004), constitutes an important process in reef ecosystem dynamics. Following the loss of live tissue, coral skeletons are rapidly covered in turf algae (McCook 2001). Although difficult to quantify, due to the high turnover, the increase in algal abundance and productivity may be substantial (McClanahan et al. 2002b, Spalding & Jarvis 2002, Halford et al. 2004), resulting in enhanced food resources for taxa feeding on algae. Consequently, coral mortality may have implications for herbivores as well, and, accordingly, they were primarily responsible for the recorded overall increase in
fish abundance in the coral plots following coral death. Given their large home ranges (Hart et al. 1996) and their rapid response to disturbance, as well as the limited size of our coral plots and their proximity to continuous reef, we believe that the observed increase in herbivores 6 mo after the bleaching was largely due to redistribution or increased feeding ranges. Hart et al. (1996) suggested that roving herbivores should be able to benefit from sudden increases in turf algae, and a similar increase in herbivores was noted following an outbreak of *Acanthaster planci* (Wass 1987). However, contradicting results have also been presented (Hart et al. 1996, Williams 1986, Riegl 2002, Spalding & Jarvis 2002), and no general consensus has yet emerged on fish–algae interactions on coral reefs following coral death.

While the short-term effects of coral degradation on herbivores included an increase in density, the long-term effect was the opposite. Six years after the bleaching, herbivores were almost absent from eroded plots, while still common in structurally complex dead plots. In accordance, Garpe & Öhman (2003) discovered that 49% of the variation in the abundance of Scaridae, the most common family of roving herbivores, was attributed to branching structures, both living and dead. Notably, and in addition to changes in food availability following coral mortality, herbivore abundance may respond to the effects of disturbance-induced reduction of structural complexity. In general, structurally complex reef habitats support both richer and more abundant fish communities than less complex habitats (e.g. Friedlander & Parrish 1998, Öhman & Rajasuriya 1998, Chittaro 2004, Gratwicke & Speight 2005). Consequently, the loss of structural complexity is typically accompanied by a reduction in fish numbers. For example, Sano et al. (1984) found that the structural collapse of dead *Acropora* led to significant decreases in species diversity and numbers of individual fishes in the corals. In our plots, abundance and taxonomic richness were initially correlated to structural complexity (Lindahl et al. 2001), and, as the corals were fragmented, both of these aggregate measures decreased. Given this correlation, the recorded difference in relief between Sites A and B may, at least in part, explain the discrepancy in aggregate measures between sites in 1998. In 2004, when erosion had declined in plots subjected to the 1998 bleaching, both sites exhibited equally low fish abundance and taxonomic richness.

Habitat disturbances commonly increase the variability of associated communities (Warwick & Clarke 1993). In MDS ordinations this variability is expressed as increased dispersion among points from samples taken at disturbed sites relative to less-disturbed sites (Dawson-Shepherd et al. 1992, Öhman et al. 1997, Garpe & Öhman 2003). Likewise, our results demonstrate how within-site community variability increased in response to the coral bleaching event. It is noteworthy that the increased dispersion related to the reduction of structural complexity was more prominent than that related to coral death, indicating that loss of structure was a more fundamental habitat alteration than loss of live coral tissue. The sequential increase in disturbance was more prominent at Site B, whereas at Site A fish assemblages were comparatively variable already in 1997. At Site A, a spawning population of *Pseudobalistes flavimarginatus* was present on all sampling occasions. *P. flavimarginatus* establish territories in which they aggressively chase off other fishes approaching nesting sites (Gladstone 1994). The resulting competition for space may have impacted fish–habitat interactions, increased variability and, consequently, influenced response to habitat alteration.

In addition to habitat structure, time was an important aspect of this study that might have influenced fish community structure. The magnitude of temporal variation in reef fish community composition remains debated. Sale et al. (1994) demonstrated variation in assemblage structure over a time period of 9 yr. Sym's (1998) suggested that strong temporal variation may, in fact, overrule the effects of moderate disturbance. However, other workers have conversely reported inter-annual variation to be generally insignificant (e.g. Sano 2000, Halford et al. 2004). Although, the 2 factors were confounded in the multivariate tests, we argue that intense disturbance in this case exerted stronger influence on fish assemblages than temporal fluctuations. This conclusion is based on the fact that fish assemblages sampled in 1998 in the 4 out of 32 plots that resisted bleaching (Lindahl et al. 2001) were more similar to those in live coral plots prior to bleaching than to those of contemporary dead coral plots. A similar pattern was observed in 2004 when the same 4 plots were dead but not eroded. In support of the apparent multivariate patterns, aggregate measures of the full species assemblage, as well as functional group abundance, similarly responded to habitat rather than to time.

term responses evident in this study, in addition to the documented longevity of many reef fishes (Choat & Robertson 2002), as well as an increasing body of evidence that potential recovery of coral assemblages occurs over a decade or more (Ninio et al. 2000, Sano 2000, Halford et al. 2004), call for long-term studies of natural and experimental habitat alteration and subsequent recovery patterns in coral reef fish communities. Six years after the 1998 mass bleaching event, there were no signs of habitat recovery, either in our plots or on the continuous reef nearby, and fish assemblages were significantly altered, with low individual abundance and taxonomic richness. Hence, it appears that widespread catastrophic bleaching events may have long-term effects on associated fish fauna and that the recovery of fish communities following such events is directly related to habitat recovery and may only occur over decades or more. Depending on factors such as levels of chronic stress, connectivity and ecosystem resilience, the bleaching-induced habitat alteration could, in fact, remain, causing a permanent shift in fish distribution patterns, which, in turn, may have implications on a range of functional interactions affecting overall ecosystem dynamics (Nystöm et al. 2000, McClanahan et al. 2002a, Hughes et al. 2003, 2005).
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